This paper presents an SIR epidemic model with two different types of perturbations: white and Lévy noises. We consecrate to develop a mathematical method to obtain the asymptotic properties of the perturbed model. We use the comparison theorem, mutually exclusive possibilities lemma, and some new techniques of the stochastic differential systems to discuss the following characteristics: persistence in the mean, ergodicity, and extinction of the disease. Finally, numerical simulations about different perturbations are realized to confirm the obtained theoretical results.
Introduction
The mathematical models are largely used in order to describe and control the dissemination of diseases into a population [1] . It will continue to be one of the vigorous themes in mathematical biology due to its significance [2] . The SIR epidemic model with mass action rate is a standard model among many mathematical models that present the first tentative to understand the transmission mechanisms of infectious epidemics [3] . The traditional deterministic SIR epidemic model is described by the following ordinary differential equation: [4] :
with initial data S(0) = S 0 > 0, I(0) = I 0 > 0, R(0) = R 0 > 0. S(t) denotes the number of individuals sensitive to the disease, I(t) denotes the number of contagious individuals and R(t) denotes the number of recovered individuals with full immunity. The positive parameters of the deterministic model (1) are given in the table 1. The basic reproduction number R 0 = βA µ1(µ2+γ) is the threshold of the system (1) for a disease to persist or extinct [5] . If R 0 ≤ 1, then the system (1) has only the disease-free equilibrium P 0 which is globally asymptotically stable; this means that the disease will extinct. If R 0 > 1, P 0 will become unstable, therefore there exists a globally asymptotically stable equilibrium P * ; this means that the disease will persist.
Parameters Interpretation

A
The recruitment rate corresponding to births and immigration. µ 1 The natural mortality rate. β
The transmission rate from infected to susceptible individuals. γ
The rate of recovering.
The general mortality rate, where α > 0 is the disease-related death rate. Table 1 : Biological meanings of the parameters in model (1) .
Taking the stochastic disturbances into account, many research papers have analyzed the following perturbed model:
where W (t) is the standard Brownian motion defined on a complete probability space (Ω, F , {F t } t≥0 , P) with a filtration {F t } t≥0 satisfying the usual conditions containing all the random variables that we meet in this paper. σ is the intensity of environmental white noise. In the following, we present some results on the dynamics of the model (2): 1. In [6] , the authors showed that the disease-free equilibrium of the model (2) is locally asymptotically stochastically stable under a suitable condition. From the numerical simulation, they founded the value of the stochastic threshold.
2. In [7] , the authors proved many classes of stochastic stability by using the Lyapunov approach. They also studied the asymptotic character of the model around the endemic point of the deterministic model (1).
3.
In [8] , the authors investigate the threshold behaviour of the model (2) which determines the extinction or the persistence of the epidemic.
Besides the above-mentioned perturbation, the deterministic model (1) can be perturbed by assuming that the white noise is directly proportional to S(t), I(t) and R(t). By this method, the model (1) will be rewritten as the following form:
where W i (t) (i = 1, 2, 3) independent standard Brownian motions and σ i (i = 1, 2, 3) are the intensities of environmental white noises. There are numerous significant works that analyzed the dynamics of the stochastic model (3). For instance:
1. In [9] , the authors investigate the asymptotic behavior of the model (3) around the disease-free equilibrium of the deterministic model (1).
2.
In [10] , the authors analyze the long-time behavior of the stochastic SIR epidemic model (3) . Precisely, they discussed the convergence of densities of the solution in L 1 .
On the other hand, epidemic models may face environmental perturbations, such as earthquakes, hurricanes, floods, etc. These phenomena cannot be modeled by the stochastic systems (2) and (3). To explain these phenomena, using a compensated Poisson process into the population dynamics provides an appropriate and more realistic model. So, it is interesting to treat differential systems with Lévy noise. According to the Lévy-Itô decomposition, the Lévy process can be decomposed into the sum of Brownian motion and a superposition of independent (centered) Poisson process with a jump size. Therefore, the deterministic model (1) becomes the following stochastic model:
where S(t − ), I(t − ) and R(t − ) are the left limits of S(t), I(t) and R(t), respectively. W i (t) (i = 1, 2, 3) are independent Brownian motions and σ i > 0 (i = 1, 2, 3) are their intensities. N is a Poisson counting measure with compensating martingale N and characteristic measure ν on a measurable subset Z of (0,
and continuous with respect to ν. The following references are two works that have studied the dynamics of the model (4): 1. In [11] , the authors showed how the jump influences the dynamic and disease-free and endemic equilibrium of the model (4). 2. In [12] , the authors investigated the effect of the Lévy jumps on the dynamics of the model (4) . They obtained the stochastic threshold which determines the extinction or persistence of the disease.
This paper presents a new stochastic SIR epidemic model with two different perturbations. We merge the stochastic transmission with a discontinuous perturbed mortality rate. The stochastic variability in the epidemic transmission β and the mortality rate µ 1 are presented as a decomposition of usual white noise and the lévy process, respectively. The perturbed version corresponding to the system (1) can be expressed by the following form:
The threshold analysis and the stability of the positive equilibrium state of the stochastic epidemic models are very important. However, the system (5) has perturbed by not only white noise but also by Lévy noise, which makes the analysis more complex. In this paper, we devote to develop a mathematical method to analyze the dynamics of the stochastic epidemic model (5) . We are committed to proving the persistence in the mean and the existence of an ergodic stationary distribution for the model (5) by using new appropriate approaches. In [13] , the authors used the existence of the stationary distribution of an auxiliary stochastic differential equation for establishing the threshold expression of the stochastic chemostat model with Lévy jumps. However, the obtained threshold still unknown due to the ignorance of the explicit form of the existed stationary distribution. Without using the stationary distribution of the auxiliary process, we will exploit new techniques in order to obtain the explicit form of the threshold which can close the gap left by using the classical method. Further, we employe the Feller property and mutually exclusive possibilities lemma to derive the condition for the existence of the stationary distribution. Under the same condition, the persistence of disease occurs. As a result, we treated a problem that is intentionally ignored in literature; it is not biologically reasonable to consider two distinct conditions for the persistence and the existence of stationary distribution of the stochastic model. The organization of this paper is as follows: In section 2, we give some related preliminaries before our analysis. In section 3, we focus on the analysis of the stochastic characteristics of the model (5) . Almost sufficient condition for the persistence is established. Since the stationary distribution is an important statistical characteristic, the existence of a unique stationary distribution of system (5) is also obtained. To complete our analysis, we give sufficient conditions for the disease extinction. Finally, some conclusions and discussions are presented to end this paper.
Preliminaries
In this section, we introduce some notations and lemmas which are used to analyze our main results. To properly study our model (5), we have the following fundamental assumptions on the jump-diffusion coefficients:
-(A 1 ) We assume that for a given m > 0, there exists a constant L m > 0 such that
In view of the epidemiological significance and the dynamical behavior, whether the stochastic model is well-posed is the first concern thing. Therefore, to analyze the stochastic model (5) , the first problem to be solved is the existence of a unique global positive solution, that is, there is no explosion in finite time under any positive initial value (S(0), I(0), R(0)) ∈ R 3 + . It is known that there exists a unique global solution to the stochastic models for any given initial value if the coefficients verify the local Lipschitz and the linear growth conditions. Nevertheless, the coefficients of the model (5) do not verify the linear growth condition, which may let the solution to explode at a finite time. The following theorem assures the well-posedness of the stochastic model (5) . The proof is somehow standard and classic (see for example [14] ), so we omit it. In the following, we always presume that the assumptions (A 1 )-(A 5 ) hold.
Proof. Making use of Itô's lemma, we obtain
We choose neatly p > 1 2 such that
On the other hand, we have
Then by taking integrations and taking the expectations, we get
Obviously, we obtain lim sup
Now, we consider the following subsystem 
Lemma 2.4. Let X(t) be solution of the system (6) with an initial value X(0) ∈ R + . Then,
Proof. Integrating from 0 to t on both sides of (6) yields
Clearly, we can derive that
Applying the generalized Itô's formula to model (6) leads to
Integrating both sides from 0 to t, yields
By using the same method as that in [15] , assumption (A 4 ) and the large number theorem for martingales, we can easily verify that Now, we present a lemma which gives mutually exclusive possibilities for the existence of an ergodic stationary distribution to the system (5).
Lemma 2.6 ([17]
). Let φ(t) ∈ R n be a stochastic Feller process, then either an ergodic probability measure exists, or
where the supremum is taken over all initial distributions ν on R d and P(t, x, Σ) is the probability for φ(t) ∈ Σ with φ(0) = x ∈ R n .
Main results
The aim of the following theorem is to give the condition for the persistence in the mean of the disease and the ergodicity of the stochastic model (5) . Define the parameter: Furthermore, under the same condition, the stochastic system (5) admits a unique stationary distribution and it has the ergodic property.
Proof. On the one hand, based on the model (5), we get
Taking integral on both sides of the last equation from 0 to t, we see that
Then, one can obtain that
where
On the other hand, applying Itô's formula to the second equation of (5), we get
Integrating (9) from 0 to t and then dividing t on both sides, we have
From (8), we obtain
Following (2.4) and the stochastic comparison theorem, we get
Hence, we further get
By the large number theorem for martingales and lemma 2.4, we conclude that lim inf
This shows that the system (5) is persistent in the mean with probability one. In the following, based on the lemme 2.5, we will discuss the existence of a unique ergodic stationary distribution of the positive solutions to the system (5) . Similar to the proof of lemma 3.2 in [18] , we briefly verify the Feller property of the SDE model (5) . The main purpose of the next analysis is to prove that (7) is impossible. Same as the above, we have
Integrating from 0 to t on both sides of (11) yields ln
Then, we get
Since lim sup 
Now from lemma 2.4, it follows that lim inf
To continue our analysis, we need to set the following subsets: 
By lemma 2.2, one can see that
We can choose ǫ ≤ µ1(µ1−ℓ)
Let q = a 0 > 1 be a positive integer and 1 < p = a0 a0−1 such that χ 2 > 0 and 1 q + 1 p = 1. By utilizing the Young inequality xy ≤ x p p + yfor all x,y > 0, we get lim inf
where η is a positive constant satisfying
By lemma 2.2 and (15), we deduce that lim inf
Setting
and, ǫ ≤ I ≤ ζ} where ζ > 0 is a positive constant to be explained in the following. By using the Tchebychev inequality, we can observe that
We thus obtain lim sup
According to (16) , one can derive that lim inf
Based on the above analysis, we have determined a compact domain Σ ⊂ R 3 + such that lim inf
Applying similar arguments to those in [19] , we show the uniqueness of the ergodic stationary distribution of our model (5) . This completes the proof.
Now, we will give the result on the extinction of the disease. Definê
Theorem 3.2. Let (S(t), I(t), R(t)) be the solution of system (5) with initial value (S(0),
or
Then, the disease dies out exponentially with probability one. That is to say,
Proof. By Itô's formula for all t ≥ 0, we have
Integrating (20) from 0 to t and then dividing t on both sides, we get
Obviously, we know that
Examples
In this section, we will validate our theoretical results with the help of numerical simulation examples taking parameters from the theoretical data mentioned in the table 2. We numerically simulate the solution to system (5) with initial value (S(0), I(0), R(0)) = (0.4, 0.3, 0.1). For the purpose of showing the effects of the perturbations on the disease dynamics, we have realized the simulation 15000 times.
Parameters
Description Value A
The recruitment rate 0.09 µ 1 The natural mortality rate 0.05 β
The transmission rate 0.06 γ
The recovered rate 0.01 µ 2 The general mortality 0.09 Example 4.1. We have chosen the stochastic fluctuations intensities σ 1 = 0.03 and σ 2 = 0.02. Furthermore, we assume that η(u) = 0.05, Z = (0, ∞) and ν(Z) = 1. Then, R s 0 = 1.672 > 1. From figure 1 , we show the existence of the unique stationary distributions for S(t), I(t) and R(t) of model (5) at t = 300, where the smooth curves are the probability density functions of S(t), I(t) and R(t), respectively. It can be obviously observed that the solution of the stochastic model (5) persists in the mean. That is, I(t) will tend to zero exponentially with probability one (see figure 2 ). To verify that the condition (17) is satisfied, we change σ 1 to 0.01, σ 2 to 0.02, µ 2 to 0.43 and β to 0.145 and keep other parameters unchanged. Then we havê That is, I(t) will tend to zero exponentially with probability one (see figure 3 ). 
Conclusion
The dissemination of the epidemic diseases presents a global issue that concerns decision-makers to elude deaths and deterioration of economies. Many scientists are motivated to understand and suggest the ways for diminishing the epidemic dissemination. The first generation proposed the deterministic models that showed a lack of realism due to the neglecting of environmental perturbations. Recent studies present a deep understanding of the process of outbreak diseases by taking into account their random aspect. This contribution is the first work that combines two different disturbances: white and Lévy noises. This original idea generalizes the existing works. Our work based on the following new techniques:
1. The calculation of the temporary average of the solution of the auxiliary equation (6) instead of the classic method based on the explicit form of the stationary distribution in the model (6). 2. The investigation of the disease persistence with a new approach based on the stochastic comparison theorem. 3. The use of Feller property and mutually exclusive possibilities lemma for proving the ergodicity of the model (5) .
Based on the above techniques, our analysis leads to three main results: 1. In theorem 3.1, we proved that the persistence in the mean of the disease occurs under the same condition of the existence of a unique ergodic stationary distribution. 2. In theorem 3.2, we showed that the extinction of the disease in the stochastic system (5) occurs if one of the conditions (17) and (18) holds. It should be noted that these conditions are sufficient for the extinction of the epidemic.
